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Introduction: Seeing with
Peripheral Vision

T

his book is for people who are striving to live with integ-

rity and purpose at work but are increasingly troubled by the
compromises, double-binds, and contradictions of organizational life—and for those who want to avoid such messes in the
first place. It is for professionals at all levels, at all stages in their
careers, who bring energy and commitment to their work but have
a growing uneasiness with ways they are not being fully true to
themselves—whether breaking promises, stretching the truth, or
something more severe. And it is for those who are not sure.
In this book we explore the problem of unhealthy pressure to
compromise at work—the feeling that you may have to “drink the
Kool-Aid,” “play the game” in negative ways, or “sell your soul” to
survive or reach your goals, compromising your personal values,
commitments, or professional standards in the process. Drawing on in-depth interviews with more than fifty businesspeople
in a variety of industries—as well as on my own experiences in
the trenches with a global corporation; nineteen years of consulting experience diagnosing breakdowns and dysfunctions in
large, complex organizations; and a number of studies in social
1
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psychology—I hope to show how, over time, unhealthy compromise actually becomes a self-depleting trap, hurting you, your
organization, and your organization’s ability to fulfill its commitments and obligations to the larger world. My goal is to invite you
instead to redefine the game—to engage at a higher level, deliberately reconceiving what your work is about, knowing that it is not
just a game but real life.
Compromise is a tricky subject. Compromising on anything
never feels completely right or satisfying. And it is always challenging to look at a problem when you are not sure there is any
other option. I hope that the ideas presented here will solidify
more options in your mind so that you will feel more confident
reflecting on which compromises involve making the best of a bad
situation and which go too far.
In a way this book is about seeing with your peripheral vision;
that is, recognizing what you partly know but that has not yet fully
come into focus. The periphery of awareness is often where you
learn the most, as old habits make what is right in front of you
too familiar for insight. By widening your gaze to include what is
just outside your normal focus, you can sometimes see what you
have been missing—and increase the possibility of actually learning from your experience.
My own first glance into peripheral vision happened back in
1993. Two years out of business school, I was working for a group
of brilliant and passionate reengineering consultants as the “numbers person” responsible for calculating the client’s financial payoff
for project proposals to streamline processes, provide better technology tools, or train frontline client staff. When I first started,
I was absolutely convinced of the massive potential for improvement and reflected those assumptions in my analyses. It was only
after seeing the realities of large-scale organizational change on
several projects that I began to realize how unrealistic my projec-
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tions were. Thus after my third major engagement, I felt a profound
uneasiness as I sat with one of our senior leaders, making a pitch to
a prospective client: “We think you can get a 35 percent reduction
in cycle time and a 20 percent reduction in unit costs by the end of
the year.” I knew as soon as the words came out of my mouth that
they were false. What had at one point been a passionate conviction was now a lie.
I call this a case of peripheral vision because the facts of the
situation had not changed, but inside I saw things differently.
Something tipped the moment I actually spoke the words, and I
suddenly knew what I really thought. This experience and others
like it forced me to confront the ways I sometimes tune out data
that contradict my preferred beliefs. At first, facing these discrepancies caused me much private angst.
Unhealthy compromise so often comes with the option to
avoid realizing that fact—to tune it out, rationalize it away, or
change our standards. We don’t have to see. Though Enron’s motto
was Ask why, one ex-trader said, “If I had questions, I didn’t ask
them…because I didn’t want to know the answer.”1
Sometimes it seems easier to shut out the data that raise too
many unsolvable complications, but there are some very good reasons for tuning in to peripheral awareness.
First, seeing more of reality makes us saner. Things make more
sense. We don’t have to spend all that psychic energy tap dancing
around the minefields of awareness, trying not to think what we’re
about to think. This means we can actually make a change. For
example, it was not long after facing my own compromise in my
work situation that I made the commitment to pursue a different
type of consulting that more openly acknowledges the challenges
of large-scale change—the brand of consulting I practice today,
almost two decades later.
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This brings us to the second reason for tapping what is at the
edge of our awareness. Peripheral vision reveals gold along with
lead. It gives us glimpses of who we really want to be, what we
really want to do in the world, the passions and the talents we may
have put on hold, and the missions big enough to truly engage our
creative energies.
I learned this during my second glance into peripheral vision
in 1998, when I was talking with two friends after watching a
documentary about the Vietnam War. The movie zeroed in on
the soldiers’ spouses and how they decided whether they really
wanted to know what their partners were involved in during the
war. Sparked by that question of whether to see, my friends and
I asked ourselves, What is going on today that, if we were to fully
look at it, might call us to take some action? It was a fishing line into
peripheral vision. What surfaced were the dormant missions that
lay waiting for us to pay attention—missions that each of us is still
actively working toward today, ten years later.
For me that conversation helped clarify the core inquiry that
has energized my most interesting work since: how do people reconcile the contrast between what they care about as people with the
societal challenges that the organizations they work for may sometimes contribute to creating, intentionally or not?
That question led me to embark on a series of interviews with
fifty-two businesspeople in a variety of industries over the past
four years, and their stories form the core of this book.
It is also why I find the topic of unhealthy compromise at work
so important. It is a challenge with consequences at multiple levels.
First, our lives are so intertwined with our identities at work, it is
hard to imagine a satisfying life without work in which we can
take pride. Second, when organizations create too much unhealthy
pressure to compromise, they speed faster along the route to dysfunction and limited results, cutting off intelligence about how
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ineffective policies are undermining larger strategies to retain
customers, engage employees, and deliver for shareholders. And,
finally, lots of individual compromises, however reluctant, can add
up to organizations that gradually erode their own integrity—tuning out the ways they cause harm or reneging on commitments
and obligations to customers, employees, shareholders, the larger
society, and the natural world.
So, I hope that as you explore this book you will not only take
away deeper confidence and an increased ability to live up to your
personal and professional commitments in the face of unhealthy
pressure at work but also feel inspired to participate more actively
in helping your organization act with integrity, fulfilling its commitments and potential for positive action in the world.

What to Expect
Our journey involves three primary topic areas:
◾ Understanding how unhealthy compromise can become
a trap
◾ Learning what it means to redefine the game and engage
at a higher level
◾ Taking practical steps for strengthening your ability to
engage at that higher level in a wider range of circumstances,
including unhealthy pressure from your organization
My hope is that having a greater understanding of the challenge, knowing how to access your sources of strength, and seeing
multiple constructive options for action will give you the confidence to step up to the challenge of bringing your personal and
professional commitments more fully into your day-to-day work.
We will talk about ethics, but we will go beyond traditional
discussions of ethics in three ways. First, rather than examine the
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right thing to do in a situation, we will focus on how to strengthen
your ability to live up to the values you already hold. Second, we
will go beyond basic ethics and integrity to the other personal and
professional commitments and values that affect your sense of
being true to yourself, including what sort of person you want to
be, your commitments to your family, your professional standards,
what you consider worthwhile work, and your health and selfrespect. Third, it is useful to understand how other factors such as
groups, authority figures, and situational forces affect our choices,
so I will bring in references to these factors from the fields of psychological ethics and social psychology where they are helpful.
In some sense what we explore in this book is integrity in
its broadest sense. Not just consistency between your words and
actions but the wholeness and the vitality that come with seeing
the world as it is, sustaining your relationships, and fulfilling a
worthwhile purpose.2
Chapters 1, 2, and 3—“The Compromise Trap,” “A Devil’s Bargain by Degrees,” and “Ten Misconceptions about Compromise
at Work”—explore what unhealthy compromise means, how it
becomes a trap, and why we fall into that trap.
Chapter 4, “How Do I Redefine the Game?” tackles the
challenge of how to engage at a higher level even when your organization or leader does not encourage it. Drawing on a variety of
models from systems thinking to the pro-democracy movements
in central Europe, I hope to convince you that far more is negotiable than you think, making it possible to act on your principles
and values even in the face of unhealthy pressure.
Still, you will need more than a “just say no” strategy if you
are going to pull it off without hurting yourself, so chapters 5
to 10 cover the personal foundations that make up your internal reinforcement system and enable you to redefine the game:
“Reconnect to Your Strengths,” “See the Larger Field,” “Define a
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Integrity Being true, whole, undivided, and sound, which includes
consistency between words and actions, being open to seeing the
world as it is, sustaining relationships, and fulfilling a worthwhile
purpose. Put most simply, integrity involves seeing, caring, and action.

Worthy Enough Win,” “Find Your Real Team,” “Make Positive
Plays,” and “Keep Your Own Score.” These are the practical how-to
chapters, outlining how to see past the blinders that hide choice
points and options, demonstrating the importance of a “professional quest” for keeping you focused, and describing five positive
plays you can make in the face of unhealthy pressure (fighting
back is only one of them).
In the last two chapters, we connect the dots. In chapter 11,
“Thriving at Work,” I ask you to step back and reconsider your
assumptions about what it takes to thrive. You’ll see that though
it seems riskier, redefining the game at a higher level actually has
all the core ingredients for greater well-being for yourself and as a
positive model to those around you. Finally, in chapter 12, “It’s Bigger Than a Game,” we see that responding to unhealthy pressure is
not just an individual challenge but part of a necessary evolution
toward organizations that act with integrity as a whole.
What I offer here is from the perspective of one who has been
on the inside of large organizations (during my eleven years in
hospitality management), who has struggled to integrate my values and my work without marginalizing myself, and who is now
part of the support system for others who are doing the same.
The stories you read here have all happened as reported, though I
have omitted names and sometimes disguised industries to avoid
embarrassing those involved.
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How to Use This Book
To get the most out of the book, I encourage you to let it serve
as a catalyst to uncovering the lessons in your own experience,
a prompt to tap your own peripheral vision. My primary thesis
is that when you broaden your perspective, you naturally see the
costs of unhealthy compromise, the priorities that provide true
security and satisfaction, and the hidden options for action that
may not be apparent when you feel cornered into compromise.
The whole story is about making better choices because you see
more clearly. So, the examples and the ideas here should serve as
prompts for telling your own story in a way that makes new sense
and offers new guidance.
At the close of each chapter, I offer a few questions for reflection to spark your thinking and help you apply the concepts to
your own situation. In chapters 5 through 10, you will find practical “Decision Point Tools” to help you address a specific problem
or pressure. And, finally, I have included a section at the back of
the book called “Individual and Small-group Activities,” which
includes six additional in-depth activities designed to take you
from the compromise trap to the excitement of redefining the
game, in whatever situation you find yourself, over a period of several weeks or months.
If you are stuck in a stressful situation, I hope this book will
give you the reinforcement you need to recognize that investing
in your personal strength and ability to be a positive force is not
a luxury for another day but a way to create more flexibility, freedom, and respect in even the toughest settings. It will be important
for you to read the early sections about how simply going along
with pressure can backfire and become a trap so that you are clear
about why it’s worth investing in your personal foundations and
adopting a “professional quest.”
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On the other hand, if you have already redefined how you
engage or have embarked on a professional quest, you may want to
jump to the later chapters on personal foundations to add options
and reinforcement for the path you have already undertaken.
This is a broad territory to explore. To keep it focused, I have
tried to include just the critical ideas you need to push back the
barriers to redefining the game and engaging at a higher level. I
hope you will view each chapter as a stepping stone on the path
to ongoing personal development, which will expand your range
even further should you choose to pursue it.
One last note before we dive in: for clarity’s sake, I speak to
“you” as the reader when I have a suggestion to make or a proposition to offer. One downside of this convention is that it implies
a teacher/student relationship that just doesn’t fit here, especially
given the thorniness of the topic. I realize that I have much to learn
myself and could just as easily speak to what “we” need to do—
you and I both. What I offer is based on my best understanding to
date, given prolonged study, application in my own professional
life, discussions with countless individuals, and ongoing conversations with several thought leaders in the field. As a reminder that
these ideas are meant for both men and women, I have opted to
vary gender pronouns throughout the text, rather than adopt the
more awkward convention of adding “he or she” at every turn.
The payoffs for embarking on this journey are the increased
vitality, energy, confidence, security, and excitement that come with
redefining the game based on your own independent decision to
do so. In the process, you change yourself from a cog in a machine
to a “hidden degree of freedom in the system’s unexpressed creativity,”3 contributing in unexpected ways to the evolution of the
larger institutions where you work.
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Thank you for choosing to pick up The Compromise Trap. I
look forward to working together to strengthen your ability to
redefine the game and engage at the level at which you truly want
to engage.

1
The Compromise Trap
Y

ou have to interview me again,” said a voicemail from Jim,

a sales manager I had interviewed eighteen months earlier when I
was beginning my research for this book. “My story has changed.”
Jim was the first of the fifty-two businesspeople I have interviewed over the past four years. These conversations were all part
of a quest I embarked on in 2005 to understand how businesspeople see their personal values connecting to their work.
I met Jim at a conference on sustainable product design, where
his company’s innovative carpeting and flooring products were
featured (among other things, they made carpet squares that were
recyclable). We agreed to meet at a local pub several weeks later
for an interview. He arrived almost an hour late, just as I began to
wonder if I was insane to venture into such idealistic territory. But
then he rushed in, breathless and eager to explain that he was late
because he had had the chance to tell his company’s “sustainability
story” to a new customer.
“Initially, these interior designers can’t believe they can do
something good without hurting their business,” he said. “The
idea that they can get cutting-edge flooring designs without all
11
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the chemicals that leach into the landfill from broadloom carpeting is electrifying to them. I think it is a relief because they want
to do the right thing while meeting their business objectives.” Jim
had been slow to get on board with the new product line himself, initially thinking it was just marketing spin. Then he did some
research and found out how remarkable his company’s products
really were. “Previously, I didn’t understand the issue or what we
were doing about it. Shame on me. Now I preach this story every
day. I’m on a mission.”
When I asked, as my interview protocol required, whether he
ever felt any tension between his personal values and his work,
he replied, “It really matters whom you work for. When you work
for an employer where your values are aligned, you do not confront those sorts of dilemmas.” He was a subscriber to what I later
dubbed the “playing for the good guys” strategy for finding alignment at work.
Now, eighteen months later, his voicemail said his story had
changed.
We met at the same noisy pub. As we moved through the
crowded room and I swept old peanut shells off the table to make
room for my recorder, I could tell that Jim felt a sense of urgency,
a need to clean up his story.
“I feel as if I was duped. Just like the movie Who Killed the
Electric Car? my company got the pilot teams all excited but didn’t
make a full commitment to the sustainability strategy. Now I have
tarnished my reputation, selling what they told me to sell, convincing myself they were serious.”
His doubts had begun with a memo. Shortly after he and his
family moved cross-country so he could take over as sales director for the new sustainable product lines he had told me about, he
received a brief interoffice memo stating that he was required to
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sell the entire line of products—including the old broadloom carpeting that was the worst offender for landfill.
This caused a minor crisis for Jim. “How could I tell the sustainability story in good conscience if I was pushing broadloom
right alongside it? Did they really believe the sustainability strategy they were promoting? Or were we just ‘greenwashing’?” But
his leaders assured him that they were actively pursuing ways to
reuse the nonsustainable product lines and that the company was
firmly committed to more-sustainable products.
So, Jim compromised. He continued telling the “sustainability
story” to his customers, assuring them that the company shared
his passion for diverting the harmful products going to the landfill
and that if they bought broadloom carpeting, there would be some
way to reuse it in the near future. But a year went by with little progress on solving the broadloom landfill problem, and gradually the
initiative faded from corporate communications. Jim tried to find
out the status, asking whether the constraints involved resources,
executive support, or technology. “But every time I asked, I got
silence,” he said quietly. He looked down for a moment, and the
din of the pub intruded on our conversation. I wondered if the
recorder would catch his words at this low volume. “To tell you the
truth,” he concluded, “I am getting more and more disappointed
with how things work.”

Healthy and Unhealthy Compromise
Compromise is a fact of organizational life. You couldn’t get anything done if you did not have some willingness to adapt to the
competing priorities and interests that are part of accomplishing
any meaningful goal with other people.
Most of the time, compromise is healthy. It is the spirit of compromise that allows people to cooperate to achieve shared goals,
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allocate scarce resources, smooth over personality differences,
leverage diverse points of view, change with the changing world,
and learn anything new.
Yet, as Jim found, compromise can be unhealthy too.* When you
compromise on something you believe in, it just feels wrong. There
is often a strong visceral reaction, like feeling sick to your stomach
or having something “stick in your craw.” Perhaps that’s why having “qualms” means having both doubts and a nauseated feeling.
Going ahead with these unhealthy compromises takes a bite out
of your passion and vitality, leaving you with nagging doubts and
uneasiness, regrets and disillusionment, or even dread and deep
remorse if severe enough. Jim’s compromise on selling broadloom
carpeting left him feeling foolish and guilty, deeply uncomfortable
about the false promises he had made to his customers.
On an organizational level, compromising too far can erode
quality, lose customers, demoralize employees, damage shareholder value, destroy trust with outside stakeholder groups, and
even jeopardize the firm legally and cause great harm to the larger
world. A recent news story showed how the agencies responsible
for rating mortgage-backed securities made incremental compromise after compromise in their standards until they were touting
very questionable mortgages as top quality. During a congressional hearing on the crisis, one representative cried in frustration,
“You are the gatekeepers; you are the guys! That’s why you’re there!
Now we face a situation where we’ve got a house of cards that has
fallen.”1 In this case, compromise contributed materially to the
global financial meltdown with which we are all contending.
How does this happen? Greed is too simplistic an answer,
especially in an economic system that is supposed to run on
*As I am using the term, unhealthy compromise can refer to any of three typical
conflict strategies—compromise, accommodate, or avoid—as described in the
Thomas-Kilmann Conflict MODE Instrument (www.kilmann.com/conflict.html).
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self-interest. We all need to better understand the dynamics of
unhealthy compromise, the true costs, and what you can do
instead without committing career suicide.
But why would you make a compromise that didn’t sit well?
To start with, you don’t compromise if you can have your cake
and eat it, too. Compromise is a way of adapting to the pressure
created by competing interests, others’ demands and expectations,
or circumstances themselves.
The type of pressure you face is part of what leads you to
unhealthy compromise.

Healthy and Unhealthy Pressure
Healthy pressure drives you toward healthy compromise. Audacious goals, intelligent strategies, and challenging targets create
rewards for pursuing higher priorities and values and/or penalties
for pursuing lower ones. They give you a reason to stop squabbling
over little stuff and get on with what really needs to be done.

Healthy pressure Expectations, demands, or circumstances
that create rewards for pursuing higher values, wants,
and priorities and penalties for pursuing lower ones.
Examples: a drive to win new customers by earning their
trust, a directive to make cost reductions needed to save the
business, or a cultural norm that enforces accountability.
Healthy compromise Adapting to pressures or constraints
by sacrificing lower values, wants, or priorities for higher ones.
Examples: contributing toward shared goals, sharing costs,
deferring projects due to scarce resources, adapting to others’
personalities, or giving up old ways to learn new ones.
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Think of the last great boss you had. Chances are he inspired
you by engaging you in a really big challenge. When something
is truly important, the natural response is to rise to the occasion,
and this involves healthy compromise: putting aside your personal
preferences, sharing resources, perhaps putting in longer hours,
maybe even relocating with your family as Jim did.
At its core, healthy compromise means adapting to pressures
or constraints by sacrificing lower values, wants, or priorities for
higher ones. In other words, it’s giving up something less important to get something more important, just as in negotiations you
might make a concession to reach a mutually acceptable settlement.
But as we have seen, pressure at work can be unhealthy as well.
It is harder to know how to respond when this happens.
Unhealthy pressure drives you toward making unhealthy
compromises. The price of doing the right thing goes up. You still
have a choice, but with unhealthy pressure you face penalties for
pursuing higher values and priorities and/or rewards for pursuing

Unhealthy pressure Expectations, demands, or circumstances
that create rewards for pursuing lower values, wants, or priorities
and penalties for pursuing higher ones. Examples: expectations
that salespeople will lie to customers, a directive to cut costs for
appearance’s sake, or a cultural norm that enforces posturing.
Unhealthy compromise Adapting to pressures or constraints
by sacrificing higher values, wants, or priorities for lower ones.
Examples: agreeing with the boss although you see significant flaws,
manipulating numbers to win awards, destroying family relationships
to gain a promotion, or overworking until you deplete your health.
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lower ones. In other words, it becomes increasingly expensive—in
terms of energy, political capital, or personal security—to do what
you think you should do.
For example, in good economic times when there are plenty
of jobs, when your company has an ethics hotline and a culture of
high integrity, with senior leadership that walks the talk, it is very
difficult but not mortally terrifying to report an unethical boss.
But the same situation becomes much more difficult when the
circumstances are less supportive—if you don’t know how senior
leaders will respond and whether you will keep your job or be able
to get another one quickly enough. These are the classic dilemmas
faced by would-be “whistleblowers.”
Consider Thomas Tamm, the federal employee who reported
a government program he believed carried out unconstitutional
warrantless wiretapping on U.S. citizens. As he made the call to
report the wiretapping, he realized that some might interpret his
actions as treason, a capital crime that could earn him the death
penalty. Would he be tried and executed for going public with a
civil-rights violation? That’s a pretty high price for doing what he
considered the right thing.2
Contrary to popular wisdom, unhealthy pressure at work is not
uncommon. Many people I spoke with in my research described
situations that pressed them to violate a professional standard, a
promise, an important personal value, a personal commitment, or
their basic ethics.
For example, an intensive care nurse started having panic
attacks after her patient load tripled with managed care. “I was
terrified that someone would die on my shift,” she told me, shivering at the thought. A bank loan officer felt cornered into choosing
between making unsound loans and losing the respect of her
board of directors, who thought her “overly cautious.” Salespeople
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Types of Compromise
◾ Honesty

◾ Your values or principles

◾ Laws or regulations

◾ Your objectivity

◾ Your professional standards

◾ Your health

◾ Your promises or commitments

◾ Your character

◾ Your desire to do good work

◾ Your purpose or mission

◾ Your relationships

for a network equipment company confessed their worries to a
sales trainer, believing they were supposed to mislead customers
by assuring them that every single one of their components was
the best in its class, which was not true.
Unhealthy pressure can come from an unethical boss, an organizational culture, a company policy, or even a line of products, as
it did for Jim. You may face unhealthy pressure in the midst of an
organization you otherwise believe in. The pressure can even come
from internal personal issues, as when financial need or an exaggerated drive for the trappings of success leads people to step over
the line into cheating, backstabbing, fudging the numbers, or outright fraud or illegal actions. (Of course, you can also have healthy
internal pressure such as the desire to do well by doing good.)
There is no stark dividing line between healthy and unhealthy
pressure; they lie on a continuum of the rewards and the penalties
they generate.
Just as the natural response to healthy pressure is healthy
compromise, the default response to unhealthy pressure, much as
we wish it were otherwise, is unhealthy compromise—giving up
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something of higher value, like being honest with a customer, for
something of lower value, like winning an award. This might mean
making a decision that undermines a larger goal, betrays a core
value, breaks an important commitment or obligation, or jeopardizes your health or future productivity. For example, playing to
the boss’s ego by supporting a shortsighted strategy feels to many
people like an unhealthy compromise. Of course, what counts as
higher priorities or values varies by person, but everyone has some
that are higher and some that are lower, and there is a surprising
amount of overlap among us.
The essence of unhealthy compromise is the feeling that you
are breaking a commitment to yourself or someone else, failing
to protect or live up to a responsibility. This is the sort of compromise that fits the less common dictionary definitions, where
compromise means (1) exposing something to danger or suspicion,
as when a military mission is compromised, or (2) impairing the
health of something, as when an organism is so depleted it can no
longer fight off infection. For example, Jim felt he had tarnished
his reputation because he had a commitment to serve his customers’ best interests by advising them accurately about his company’s
products and in retrospect he had been misleading them about the
broadloom product line.
The irony is that most people make these concessions
reluctantly.
But what do you do when the pressure is on? Do you dare
speak up when you know the boss hates being challenged? What
do you do when, like in Jim’s case, a company policy or unwritten expectation requires you to do stupid things that cost the
company customers, destroy employee morale, or waste the shareholders’ money?
This is where many people get muddy.
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How Shall I Engage?
When the price of doing the right thing goes up, many people feel
they have no choice but to conform, especially when their careers
or their families’ well-being are at stake. It is particularly challenging when the unhealthy pressure comes from the organization or
when others think it is okay to go along. For example, a senior
human resources (HR) specialist in a growing technology firm
noticed that important decisions were increasingly made with
very little thought. She found it harder and harder to ask her colleagues to stop and think before making a decision about whom
to hire or where to assign them. “You become the bad guy if you
slow things down. I have to use my political capital very carefully.”
Anytime you face pressure like this, the first question is: How
are you going to engage? Are you going to play along with the game,
shrinking yourself to fit a bad situation? Or are you going to play
big, redefining the game so that you can engage at a higher level?
(See figure 1-1.)
Figure 1-1 How Shall I Engage?
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Playing along with the game often feels like playing small,
“sinking to their level” as some people say. By contrast, when you
choose to redefine the game in a positive way, it feels like “being
big,” rising above, and bringing the game itself to another level.
For example, Jim in our opening story could now take a narrow perspective, focusing on how to ensure that no one blamed
him for unfulfilled promises to customers while turning a blind
eye to the company’s shifting priorities; or he could choose to take
a broader perspective, focusing on making accurate commitments
and, ideally, ones that fulfilled the sustainability story.
According to the conventional wisdom about organizational
life, you need to “play the game” to get along and get ahead. Yet
it is often precisely this playing along that disturbs people most—
whether that means giving lip service to a poor idea, feeling forced
to enact a dog-eat-dog mentality, or focusing too much attention on
power plays and status rather than the real work and the real value.
Given the intense pressure to play along, it is easy to miss the
fact that you do have a choice about whether you accept the terms
of the game as defined by others or handed down by history—that
is, you have a choice about how to engage.
How you engage refers to the orientation or stance you bring to
any situation. You can think of this as the “game” you are playing,
in the sense that how you engage determines what you consider a
win, whom you include in your thinking, how long a time horizon
you project, what questions you ask, what you pay attention to,
what options you will consider (and those you won’t), and how
you keep score, among other things.3
As a strategy for being true to your values and higher aims,
redefining the game means defining a pursuit or an enterprise to
be for something rather than against someone. That is what that
great boss you recalled earlier was probably doing, in which case,
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Playing along with the game Letting others define the
terms of engagement and your options, generally focusing on
self-protection or winning as the primary concern. Tends to solve
for a narrow set of interests and a short-term time horizon.
Redefining the game Consciously choosing to engage at a higher
level, orienting toward whatever matters most, considering a bigger
win, over a longer time horizon, involving more interests and higher
values as well as practical outcomes. Generally tries to act as a
positive force to help the right thing happen, for oneself and others.

your entire team was probably redefining the conventions of your
organization or industry. It is what a breakthrough innovation
does and what a true leader accomplishes: setting the terms of
engagement at a whole new level.
When you redefine the game, you are engaging at a higher
level. You are orienting toward what matters most, considering
a bigger win, over a longer time horizon, involving more interests and higher values. Ironically, this means your “game” is about
bringing in more of reality and acting as a positive force to help the
right thing happen rather than just trying to overcome a threat. It
is a far more creative and flexible strategy as a result.
Theoretically, it is possible to convince yourself you have to
play along in a negative way even when the pressure is healthy.
Those who cross lines for personal gain often feel “this is just how
business works,” though they are choosing a very cynical view. I
am sure you know someone who feels they have “no choice” but to
lie, cheat, steal, or mislead for their personal gain. They are making
unhealthy compromises with themselves—betraying their own
principles, the company’s values, others’ trust, or even the law—to
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advance their self-interest. They are solving for themselves, in the
short term, and typically count only external measures of success
such as money, power, or prestige.
This is what most ethics training is focused on preventing. If
that person justifies his actions by feeling he has no choice but to
go along with the game, why don’t you do it, too?
Because you made a choice to engage at a higher level than
that. At some point you decided to step up to the challenge of actually creating value, of truly winning new customers, of inspiring
employees, and of finding more-innovative or more-efficient ways
to operate, rather than simply meet your goals or company targets by cheating. That is why you choose the admired company
or work for a visionary boss. But can you step up in that way when
the pressure turns unhealthy? Can you afford to swim against the
current? How do you do it? These are the questions at the heart of
this book.*
Without workable answers to these questions, you are likely to
feel that your only choice is to play along with the game if the pressure becomes unhealthy. And, based on my research, that is going
to lead you into a trap.

The Compromise Trap
The choice to play along with the game in the face of unhealthy
pressure is often automatic, a gut-level response to a threat or risk.
*For simplicity’s sake, I will speak from here on as if redefining the game and
engaging at a higher level are synonymous; the reader should recognize that technically it is possible to redefine the game at a lower level, though this is simply a
shortcut into the compromise trap. Conversely, playing along with the game generally means compromising on higher values, so I will refer to playing along with
the game and engaging at a lower level as roughly synonymous. Again, technically
you could play along with the game and pursue higher values in a passive way,
which has its own risks.
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For example, I distinctly recall sliding discreetly backward in my
chair during a meeting where a senior executive was upbraiding a
team—just to stay out of his line of sight. It was a gut reaction out
of fear that came from worrying only about myself—and not one
I am proud of.
Once you’ve taken that narrow perspective, it looks as though
your most viable option is to make the unhealthy compromise
required by the pressure you face. Most people feel that the costs
of fighting back or quitting are just too expensive, but they fail to
estimate the full costs of unhealthy compromise. This path is both
self-depleting and self-reinforcing over time, which is why I call it
“the compromise trap.” (See figure 1-2.)
Like all traps, the compromise trap offers enticing bait: the
promise that you can win or protect yourself if you will just compromise on a few minor scruples. And like all good traps, the catch
in this offer is hidden. The catch is this: you play along with the
game because you don’t feel big enough to take on the unhealthy
Figure 1-2 Playing Along with the Game
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The compromise trap The gradual erosion of vitality, passion,
and confidence that occurs when you deal with unhealthy pressure by
playing along with the game and compromising in unhealthy ways.

pressure, but each unhealthy compromise leaves you feeling even
smaller and less capable.
Every time you cross a line or betray a commitment, you take
a bite out of your self-respect, your confidence, and your passion
for what you are doing. It is mentally, emotionally, and physically
depleting to go along with actions with which you disagree.
For example, when Julie, the chief financial officer/chief operating officer (CFO/COO) of a Fortune 500 company, turned a
blind eye to some questionable employment practices it “tore
her apart.” Eventually, she started getting sick and couldn’t keep
up with her responsibilities. Externally, unhealthy compromise
undermines your influence, setting precedents with those around
you and teaching them to expect you to comply, or costing you
allies as you show that you may betray their trust when the chips
are down. Finally, as you lose faith in your courage, creativity, and
judgment, you become more dependent on external indicators
of success, so you are more driven and willing to do “whatever it
takes” next time, tuning out the warning signs that might reveal
the trap. This is the meaning of the word demoralize: to cause to
lose confidence, spirit, courage, or discipline; to confuse or disorient; to lower morale; to cause to lose moral bearings.
For example, Karen, a marketing communications director
who struggled with the posturing her role sometimes involved,
described feeling more and more driven even as she felt increasingly uncomfortable inside: “I was riding high on the surface but
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full of dread underneath. I learned to tune out reality, to rationalize to myself.”
The end result is that you become a bit like the monkey with
his hand stuck in a hand-trap: he can get his empty hand into and
out of the trap, but while clutching the food his hand is too big
to fit back through the opening, so he’s starving because he won’t
let go of food he cannot eat. To the outside world and your peer
group, you may seem quite successful. You may not even be able to
see the harm you are doing or the true costs to yourself until you
leave the situation. “Life began for me when I left Wal-Mart,” said
an ex-manager who agreed to be interviewed for the documentary Wal-Mart: The High Cost of Low Price. “When you’re in the
culture, or the cult, you don’t see any other way.”4 As mentioned
earlier, this process can envelope entire companies. For example,
you might say the rating agencies Moody’s and Standard & Poor’s
fell into the compromise trap during the mortgage-lending boom.
Caught in a market-share war, each was convinced it had to do
whatever it took to win business from the other. Because their
business models involved earning fees from the very companies
whose securities they rated, they had a built-in incentive to erode
their standards. In a recent PBS special, Standard & Poor’s executive Frank Raiter describes the subtle pressure to compromise that
infected his agency during the mortgage-backed security boom. “I
was amazed at what they [the division charged with rating collateralized debt obligations] were doing. I saw an erosion of standards
in the face of pressure to close a deal.”
Another executive, Richard Gugliada, explained that they
had no choice. “[We had] no way of obtaining the information we
would normally use, so we needed to come up with a shortcut way
of doing it. Otherwise the deal would be unratable; it couldn’t be
done.” In other words, he felt there was no choice but to act in a
way that ultimately led to devastating negative side effects, causing
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incredible damage to the company, the industry, and, some would
argue, the stability of the entire global credit-rating system.5
The point is when you let others define the choices for you, it
is easy to miss the larger stakes and what you truly have to lose.

Redefining the Game
When you are caught in the compromise trap, it feels as though
you are selling pieces of your soul but with very few other viable
alternatives. Yet a large subset of the people I interviewed actually
saw other alternatives and acted on them.
Roughly eighteen of fifty-two people described redefining the
game in a positive way in the face of unhealthy pressure, acting
courageously to “help the right thing happen” for themselves and
others. In the process, they exercised a level of leadership far above
their official roles.
For example, Roberta was a young sales director who had gotten on her boss’s “bad side” and found that no one in her office
would speak to her, preventing her from doing her job. As her
performance ratings slipped, she spent months in worry and selfdoubt, yet she stayed because she desperately needed the job. Then
one day, thanks to some encouragement from a couple of courageous co-workers, she decided to take a risk. Recalling her strong
performance in prior jobs and reminding herself that her goal was
to help the company succeed, she walked into her boss’s office and
said, “Boss, you cannot treat me this way any longer. This is not
okay—it is insulting to me, and it is disabling my ability to create
the results I promised you. So, I recommend either I quit today or
you start treating me like a member of the team.” She fully expected
to be let go, but that’s not what happened. He acknowledged the
problem, changed his behavior, and she went on to become one of
his top salespeople!
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As Roberta’s story shows, redefining the game for the better is
not about ignoring hard realities but deciding to be a positive force
in the face of them. You bank on your own potential and capability
while including other people’s interests in your thinking, considering a longer time horizon, and defining a win in terms of higher
values and goals. This is what gives you the courage to engage at a
higher level rather than shrink to fit the game you are being pressured to play.
Jim shows us how this can be done even when exiting a
situation.
Shortly after our talk in the pub, Jim decided he needed to
act on the broadloom issue. First he talked to his family about his
concerns and plans. He then went to check out the competition—
but with a completely novel approach. “Even though I was just
interviewing for a frontline sales management job, I insisted on
speaking with the CEO [chief executive officer] and other senior
leaders. ‘Are you guys serious? Do you really mean this stuff, or
are you full of crap?’ I asked them. I guess I was pretty direct, but I
knew I could not sell the product if they were just playing a game.
They understood my questions, so they took me through the manufacturing process and showed how the same philosophy was in
use there. After several meetings and more tangible examples, I
became convinced that it was a real mission and a mindset, not
just a marketing pitch. Though they still had things to work on,
I could live with it, given that it was a real commitment.”
Meanwhile Jim talked with the leaders at his current employer
because he wanted to stay on if they were truly committed to sustainability. He told them he really believed in their mission but he
wasn’t sure they were serious and he couldn’t stay if they weren’t.
They were polite but didn’t address his concerns, which gave him
his answer. Eventually, he moved over to the competitor. He is now
thriving as a passionate advocate, speaking at conferences and
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training his team on all the advantages of the sustainable products.
“It is a pleasure to work with these guys,” he told me in a follow-up
call. I have a personal suspicion that his graceful way of exiting
may have influenced one or more people at his former employer,
though we’ll never know for sure.
The people I met who were engaging at that higher level
consistently demonstrated this sort of positive approach to negotiating conflicts and dilemmas. They often startled me with the way
they thought about things. For example, an HR director described
moving closer to difficulty rather than away from it. In describing the greater range of options available when you realize you
can redefine the game, one marketing manager said, “It’s almost
as if you cross over into a parallel universe; there’s so much more
you can do.” And once they had adopted this path, it became selfreinforcing, just as the compromise trap did: each positive play left
them feeling bigger and more capable, more able to engage at that
higher level the next time. (See figure 1-3.)
Figure 1-3 Redefining the Game
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So, what enabled these eighteen people to risk redefining the
game in the first place, daring to set their own terms on how they
would engage? Were they independently wealthy, with all the freedom many of us dream that will bring?
In a way, yes.

Personal Foundations
What the people who dared to redefine the game and engage at a
higher level had in common was an internal reinforcement system
that increased their sense of security, confidence, independence,
well-being, creativity, and courage.
Engaging at a higher level under healthy pressure earns you
all sorts of recognition and rewards for rising to the occasion. But
with unhealthy pressure, when the system creates penalties for
doing the right thing, you need additional support to not be drawn
off course by the dysfunctional incentives.
So, the first step in strengthening your ability to redefine the
game for the better is to switch to your own personal foundations
for support. (See figure 1-4.)
In studying patterns in the stories of those who successfully
redefined the game under pressure, I identified six personal foundations that make a difference. We explore each of these in depth
in the second half of this book, so you can adapt them for your
own uses, regardless of the pressure you face.

The Six Personal Foundations
1. Reconnect to your strengths

This allows you to access
confidence and creativity and provides self-awareness to
guide your choices.
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Figure 1-4 Tapping Your Personal Foundations
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2. See the larger field

A broad perspective reveals hidden
choice points, costs, and opportunities, so you can be
proactive and creative.

3. Define a worthy enough win

This gives you a reason
for courage and helps you weigh hard choices.

4. Find your real team

This provides access to added
resources, validation, and support and ensures that your
priorities are aligned with your family’s.

5. Make positive plays

This gives you a range of options
that enable you to be true to yourself while minimizing retaliation; they include healthy compromise, candid
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conversations, positive limits, skillful influence, and constructive exit.
6. Keep your own score

This frees you from comparing
with others while providing reassurance of your impact and
helping you learn.

With these six personal foundations supporting you, you will
have access to a much broader range of options for courageous,
constructive action. You will no longer be dependent on your
organization for whether you can engage at the level at which you
really want to engage.

Thriving at Work without Selling Your Soul
As poet David Whyte once said, “Taking any step that is courageous, however small, is a way of bringing any gifts we have to the
surface.”6 Learning to redefine the game in the face of unhealthy
pressure means you can not only survive but thrive and contribute in a broader range of circumstances. When you are creatively
engaged in pursuing what you are passionate about, even if it is
difficult, you feel more alive. Acknowledging the unhealthy pressure leaves you feeling a little more sane, with more access to your
creativity and resourcefulness. And when you step up to a higher
level of engagement and purpose, you remind others that they
have the freedom to do the same—sometimes even those who
are pressuring you. A single role model has a dramatic impact on
others’ awareness of their choices.
It all begins with a decision.
“I decided I was no longer going to cave out of fear,” said a
marketing manager after several episodes that undermined her
self-respect. “I might have to make hard decisions, but I wasn’t
going to cave.”
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Suppose you too made the decision not to cave in to unhealthy
pressure—or to expand your range beyond your current comfort
zone. What support would you need to follow that through?
As you consider that question, in the next chapter, “A Devil’s
Bargain by Degrees,” we explore the stories of those who discovered firsthand that the compromise trap is a losing proposition. If
nothing else, this should convince you that playing along with the
game is not as safe as it may seem.
But first, here is a recap of this chapter’s key concepts, followed
by a few reflection questions to connect what we’ve discussed here
with your own experience. You may also want to skim “Individual
and Small-group Activities” at the back of the book to see the sorts
of practical activities we will use throughout our journey.
KEY

CONCEPTS

▶ Healthy pressure Expectations, demands, or circumstances
that create rewards for pursuing higher values, wants, and priorities and penalties for pursuing lower ones.
▶ Healthy compromise Adapting to pressures or constraints
by sacrificing lower values, wants, or priorities for higher ones.
▶ Unhealthy pressure Expectations, demands, or circumstances that create rewards for pursuing lower values, wants,
or priorities and penalties for pursuing higher ones.
▶ Unhealthy compromise Adapting to pressures or constraints by sacrificing higher values, wants, or priorities for
lower ones.
▶ Playing along with the game Letting others define the
terms of engagement and your options, generally focusing
on self-protection or winning as the primary concern. Tends
to solve for a narrow set of interests and a short-term
time horizon.
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▶ Redefining the game Consciously choosing to engage at a
higher level, orienting toward whatever matters most, considering a bigger win, over a longer time horizon, involving more
interests and higher values as well as practical outcomes.
Generally tries to act as a positive force to help the right thing
happen, for oneself and others.
▶ The compromise trap The gradual erosion of vitality, passion, and confidence that occurs when you deal with unhealthy
pressure by playing along with the game and compromising in
unhealthy ways.
▶ Review figure 1-4, Tapping Your Personal Foundations, which
graphically summarizes all the concepts covered in this chapter.
REFLECTION

QUESTIONS

▶ Find a copy of your résumé and read back through your work
history. What thoughts, feelings, or images come up as you
recall each role and organization? What sort of healthy pressures do you recall? Where and when did you feel unhealthy
pressure? How did you respond to it? Notice how thinking
about these affects you mentally, emotionally, and physically.
▶ What pressures in your current circumstances might lead you
to make an unhealthy compromise? Why? How would you like
to redefine the game if you could?
▶ Recall a time when you chose to redefine the game in the face
of particularly challenging unhealthy pressure. How did you
feel just before you took action? What enabled you to take that
path? How did you show up differently from normal? What
happened as a result?
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